We have observed Ar2* emission at 126 nm using a high intensity laser as an excitation source. The Ar 2 * production kinetics by this method is same as the three-body association process in the case of electron beam excitation. The increase of Ar 2 * emission intensity was observed by use of a hollow fiber.
INTRODUCTION
Practical vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) lasers are desired in various fields, such as industrial and scientific fields. VUV lasers would be applicable for photochemistry, biological science, and new materials processing since they produce high energy photons with high photon flux. Currently available practical VUV lasers are the ArF laser at 193 nm and the p2 laser at 157 nm, both of which are operated by a compact discharge device with high repetition.
In addition to these lasers, rare gas excimers are known to be one of the few VUV laser media. Their center wavelengths are 126, 147, and 172 nm for Ari*, Kr2*, and Xe2*, respectively. Among these, the Ar2* laser produces the highest photon energy of 9.8 eV. The corresponding wavelength is long enough to utilize transmission optics such as Mgp2 or LiF. An electron beam excitation is, however, the only excitation method to oscillate the Ar2* laser. We have developed a high peak power (~MW) Ar2* laser using an electron beam excitation method [1, 2] . The electron beam excitation method, however, requires a rather large facility, resulting in a limited repetition rate with low average power. An alternative excitation method has long been desired. Although several excitation methods have been investigated to realize practical Arz* laser, no oscillation results have been reported [3] [4] [5] .
We have proposed a new excitation method to demonstrate a practical Ar2* laser, where a high intensity laser-produced electrons are utilized to initiate the excimer formation kinetics. Conditions in an optical field induced ionization (OFI) plasma are strictly controlled by changing high intensity laser parameters [6, 7] . We have pointed out that the OFI plasma may simulate an electron beam produced plasma. The Ar2* production kinetics in an electron beam generated plasma are relatively well known and we could utilize them for the optimum Ar2* production. The electron temperature and density of the electron beam produced plasma can be simulated by changing high intensity laser parameters such as focused intensity, wavelength, and polarization. A large excitation length (~40 cm) in the electron beam excitation can be reproduced by use of a hollow optical fiber installed in a high pressure Ar cell. This method has a potential to realize an Ar2* laser with high repetition rate and in tabletop size.
In this paper, we report on the demonstration of the Ar2* production initiated by using a high intensity laser-produced electrons via the OFI plasma. We observed the increase of the Ar2* emission intensity by use of an optical hollow fiber to guide the focused laser emission.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Our experimental apparatus consists of three elements; a high intensity laser, a high-pressure Ar cell (~10 atm) where a hollow fiber is installed, and a VUV detection system. Ti: Sapphire laser system with chirped pulse amplification produced a high intensity pulse at 780 nm. The maximum output energy was 1.5 mJ with a pulse width of 150 fs at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser pulse was focused inside the pressurized Ar gas cell by using a convex lens with a focal length of 30 cm. The focused laser intensity was measured to be 10 15 WcmT 2 at the focus. An optical hollow fiber with a length of 12.5 cm and a diameter of 200 jum was used to guide the focused high intensity laser pulse and thus to extend the excitation length. Time-integrated emission spectra from a plasma were detected by a VUV micro-channel plate (MCP) coupled to a VUV spectrometer. Emissions from Ar plasma were observed onto high intensity laser axis. Typical spectral resolution was better than 0.5 nm. Temporal behavior of Ar2* emission at 126 nm was measured using a VUV photomultiplier tube. Temporal signals were recorded by a 2 GHz digital oscilloscope. Temporal resolution of this system was about 5 ns.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A typical time-integrated emission spectrum of an Ar plasma initiated by a high intensity laser is shown in Fig. 1 . In this spectrum, a focused intensity was 4x10 13 Wcm" 2 and Ar pressure was 10 atm. The linearly polarized laser beam was used. A hollow fiber was not used for this spectrum. We have observed Ar2* emission centered at 126 nm with a spectral bandwidth of 9 nm (FWHM). The 5th order harmonic emission of the TiiSapphire laser is simultaneously observed at 154 nm. Spectral modulation observed around 126 nm is caused by absorption of impurities in the gas such as nitrogen and oxygen. The Ar2* emission intensity at 126 nm quadratically increased with the Ar pressure (see below.). This pressure dependence of Ar2* emission intensity indicates that the excimer production kinetics by high intensity laser is governed by three-body association process (Ar* + 2Ar -> Ar2* + Ar). [8] . The Ar2* production kinetics is found to be similar to that in the case of electron beam excitation, since the simulated result shows an agreement with the experiment. These experimental results suggest that a high intensity laser produced electrons via the OFI process initiated the Ar2* production kinetics. According to the ADK theory, the laser intensity was high enough to selectively ionize neutral Ar to Ar + ions [9] . A collisional relaxation process of Ar + produced Ar*, a precursor of Ar2*. The following processes are similar those observed in an electron beam pumped plasma. Note that excimer emissions were not observed when a self breakdown plasma was produced by a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with a nanosecond pulse width [10] . Inverse Bremsstrahlung process and following electron avalanche in a nanosecond laser-produced plasma produce highly uncontrolled plasma conditions, which is in contrast to those observed using a high intensity laser. Therefore the conditions are not fulfilled for the suitable excimer production. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the Ar2* emission intensity at 126 nm with and without an optical hollow fiber. The optical hollow fiber with a length of 12.5 cm was used to guide the focused laser emission and to extend the excitation length. The inner diameter of the fiber was 200 jiim. The focused laser intensity was 10 15 Wcrn 2 for both cases. Both Ara* intensities quadratically increase with the Ar pressure. After the solid angle correction, the fiber-guided Ar2* intensities are approximately three times as large as those without the fiber. A visible plasma length was 4 cm in the case (b) and the fiber length was 12.5 cm in the case (a). The difference of the length may be responsible for the intensity difference. This result indicates the extension of the excitation length by use of a hollow fiber and encourages the further increase of the 126 nm intensity, finally leading to the stimulated emission. 
SUMMARY
We have observed the Ar2* emission centered at 126 nm with a spectral bandwidth of 9 nm (FWHM). The Ar2* production kinetics suggest that the main process of the ATI* production is three-body association process, since the emission intensity quadratically increases with the Ar pressure. The emission duration of Ar2* is 18 ns (FWHM) as predicted by kinetic simulation, which indicates the possibility of optical feedback would be possible. The OFI Ar plasma conditions are similar to those of an electron beam produced Ar plasma. The fiber guided Ar2* intensities are approximately three times as large as those without a fiber, which is reflected on the difference of the excited length.
